The trip was mainly for the handover ceremony of a project – Jundi Teacher Dormitory of Daping Primary School.

Since we took coach instead of high speed rail, I had more chances to closely look at some interesting structure. For example, a curved arch shape bridge tower or two elevated roads, one had at least 20m height, crossing each other. During the coach trip, it was obvious to see the change of prosperity from Guangdong to Guangxi. Many high-rise buildings can been seen in Guangdong, while gridded farmlands and wooden houses were all-around.

The handover ceremony was lively. Many villagers came to celebrate. Villagers had prepared some performances. It was lucky for us that we saw a folk dance with local musical instruments called Lusheng (蘆笙). In the speech, local villager repeatedly said many thanks to all the teams involved in the design and construction of the project. Again, I am glad to involve in Project Mingde to help the vulnerable groups.